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Concept Development

New Shared Area

New Shared Area

Open Stair and Balcony

Open Stair and Balcony

Center Garden

Center Garden
Introduced Natural
Lighting

Fr om the com m u n a l s p a ce ,
extensions like balconies and
open stairs will bring the students
to the central garden on top of
2nd floor of the library, which
greatly breaks the monotonous
geometry and creates the
contrast between indoor and
outdoor.
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The curved geometry will further
help with the noise problem
by serving as sound insulation.
More openings towards different
directions were added to
introduce diverse daylight.
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Concept Development

Open Stair and Balcony
Bay Window towards
CenterGarden

The open stairs and balconies
will extend all the way up to
11th floor and better connect
the whole community from floor
to floor. Bay windows randomly
protruding from the private units
will help break the inner row
monotony.
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Visual Environment

Form & Geometry
Lighting Environment
Color & Material
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Form & Geometry

Original Plan
024 8

16

Plan after Intervention
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Communal Kitchen B

Common Niche

Communal Kitchen A

Study Area

Communal Kitchen B
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Form & Geometry

Grid System before Intervention

Original Wall System

The Break of the Grid System

Original Wall System
Proposed Horizontal
Geometry
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Form & Geometry

Opportunity and Orientation
before Intervention
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Opportunity and Orientation
after Intervention

Original Movement

Proposed Movement

Original Multiple
Opportunities Point

Proposed Multiple
Opportunities Point
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Form & Geometry

Original Monotonous Inner-Row
Geometry

New Elevation

Vertical and Horizontal
Repetition

Bay windows, balconys, open
stairs and the centre garden
together forms changing
scene affected by weather and
seasons.
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Form & Geometry

Nature Introduced
Inner-Row Geometry
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Lighting Environment

Lighting Environment
before Intervention

Lighting Environment and
Intensity after Intervention
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Direct Sunlight
More Fucused Lighting
Indirect Daylight
Same Repeating Artificial
Light
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Color & Material

Window Glass Brown Carpet

Blackboard

Tiles

Painted Wall

Plaster Wall Acoustic Ceiling

Green Wall

Wooden Floor

Green Carpet

Fabric

Fabric

Acoustic Soft
Materials

Plaster Wall Acoustic Ceiling

Plants
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Aural Environment

Noise & Control
Acoustic Map
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Noise & Control

Noise before Intervention

Noise Control White Noise Intervention
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Water System
Mechanical Noise
Population Noise
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Natural Sound
(Center Garden)
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Acoustic Map

Before Intervention

After Intervention
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Traffic

Water System

Population Noise

Population

Mechanical Noise (Ventilation)

Natural Sound
(Center Garden)

Mechanical Noise (Elevator)

Mechanical Noise (Elevator)

The background white noise works
as a barrier for the mechanical
noise. The new communal spaces
help better control the original
dispersed population noise. The
new sound insulation system
prevents the private rooms being
affected.
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Thermal Environment

Existing HVAC System
Thermal Map
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Private Ventilation

Public Ventilation
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Thermal Map

Use Radiant Heating System to
create a fireplace-like effect and
attract more people.

Radiant Heating

Winter Garden Buffer Zone

20℃

10 ℃

0℃
0 2 4
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Biophilic Design &
Conclusion
Definition of Biophilic Design
Biophilic Design, Environmental Diversity, Physical and
Psychological Health
Students Experience Change Conclusion
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Biophilic Design
Definition of Biophilic Design

Biophilic Design, Environmental
Diversity, Physical and
Psychological Health

Conclusion

‘The biophilia hypothesis also called BET suggests that humans possess an innate
tendency to seek connections with nature and other forms of life.’ Among the ‘14 patterns
of biophilic design’, many have stated the close relationship between environmental
diversity and human physical and mental health. The dynamic natural features have great
impact on ‘stress reduction, cognitive performance, emotion and mood enhancement
and the human body’. Moreover, the mystery and uncertainty property of nature induces
strong pleasure response.
The connection with nature in visual, acoustic, thermal and material aspects will help
control blood pressure and stress hormones, and improve the mental engagement, as
well as cognitive performance, and give more positive attitude. The variability in thermal,
airflow and lighting, will positively impact comfort and concentration, and give temporal
and spatial pleasure. The mystery feeling created by the winding structure can induce
strong pleasure response.

Visual
Diversity

Aural
Diversity

Thermal
Diversity

Students Experience Change
Conclusion

Students living in the inner row of 15 West, will find their privacy well protected by
the shade of the plants and the adjustment of the opening direction, while the new
roof garden on top of second floor gives more opportunities to create connections and
interactions with this semi-public space. They will be released from the stress and anxiety
of being watched, instead, being stimulated by the contrast between indoor and outdoor,
man-made and nature.
Students living in the rooms at the end of the long monotonous corridors right now,
will find themselves run into all kinds of facilities and common spaces and say hi to
their colleagues on their way, which is no longer straight, back to bedrooms. The newly
introduced daylight in common rooms and at the end of each corridor, will create a
contrast with the artificial lighting fixtures and stimulate the mind. Students will be more
engaged both physically and mentally.
Students living around the elevators will find themselves being protected from the
mechanical noise through better sound insulations in their rooms, while white noise
like music and water operated as a sound filter in public spaces. This acoustic contract
attracts them to public spaces and make them more involved in the big family, at the
same time, released them from the annoying constant noise from the elevators, which
can add to their anxiety and stress.
Students having their windows towards the high rises, will finally get the opportunity
to live with a good view towards the river and a connection to nature through the
common rooms and center garden on top of the second floor.

Connection
with Nature

Physical
Health
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Variability

Stress
Release

Concentration

Mystery
Feeling

Pleasure
Response
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The mystery feeling created
by the winding structure
can induce strong pleasure
response.
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Shuana Summers

Specialist Advisor

Ph.D.- Director, Counseling & Psychological Services,
Rhode Island School of Design
In this thesis process, Ms. Summers helped me have a deeper
understanding of the psycholohical status of RISD students and the
relationship between architecture and mental health.
We worked together to ensure that my design will give students a
more relaxed and supportive environment.
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Books

1. Environmental Diversity in Architecture Design, Koen Steemers and Mary Ann Steane
(New York: Spon Press, 2004).
This book describes the definition of environmental diversity, the longing and
appreciation of humanity for this diversity, and the architectural approaches to achieve a
variety of thermal, visual and audio environments.
2. College of the Overwhelmed, Kadison Digeronimo (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2004).
This book talks about common mental health problems of college students and the
main reasons that caused these problems, possible solutions for themselves and how
others give them necessary assistence.

Annotated Bibliography

3. Herman Hertzberger Articulations (Munich, Berlin, London, New York: Prester, 2002).
This book talks about Herman Hertzberger’s architecture and design, which helped me
better understand the precedent, Centraal Beheer.
4. 14 Patterns of Biophilic Design, William Browning, Hon. AIA, Catherine Ryan, Joseph Clancy (New York: New York: Terrapin Bright Green llc, 2014).
This book talks about the applications of biophilic design and the impact of biophilic
design on human physical and mental health.

Books
Articles
Website Contents
Photos

Articles

1. Nikos A. Salingaros, “Why Monotonous Repetition is unsatisfying,” Meandering Through
Mathematics, 2 (September 2011).
This essay explains why monotonous repeated design and architecture give the feeling
of anxiety, and the difference between this repetition and the complex derivative of nature.
2. Gary W. Evans, “The Built Environment and Mental Health,” Journal of Urban Health:
Bulletin of the New York Academy of Medicine Vol. 80, No. 4, (December 2003).
This article explains how the built environment, especially the poor quality ones, can
affect psycholohical status.
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Website Contents

1. “Tietgen Dormitory / Lundgaard & Tranberg Architects,” Arch Daily, last modified February, 2014, https://www.archdaily.com/474237/tietgen-dormitory-lundgaard-and-tranberg-architects
General information ,photos and drawings of Tietgen Dormitory.
2. William Browning, Catherine Ryan, Joseph Clancy “14 Patterns of Biophilic Design”, Terrapin Bright Green, 2014, https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/reports/14-patterns/#rediscovering-the-intuitively-obvious
This study talks about the human nature for change and diversity.
3. “AD Classics: MIT Baker House Dormitory / Alvar Aalto,” Arch Daily, last modified May,
2010, https://www.archdaily.com/61752/ad-classics-mit-baker-house-dormitory-alvar-aalto
General information ,photos and plan of Baker House.
4. Martin Heilweil, “The Influence of Dormitory Architecture on resident behaviour,” the University of Michigan, https://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/bitstream/handle/2027.42/66943/10.1177_001391657300500402.pdf?sequence=2
This article explains how domitory architecture can affect psycholohical status,
residents’ behaviour and the relationship between roommates.
5. “Rhode Island Hospital Trust, Providence,” RI Currency, last modified 2015, http://www.
ricurrency.com/bank-name/rhode-island-hospital-trust/
Historical information and image of 15 West.
6. “Centraal Beheer offices, Apeldoorn,” AHH, https://www.ahh.nl/index.php/en/projects2/12-utiliteitsbouw/85-centraal-beheer-offices-apeldoorn
General information ,photos and drawings of Centraal Beheer offices.
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